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the wakemen have captured a vagrant and are torturing him. the man manages to escape and runs into the tower. senlin tries to calm his nerves and takes the man to the sphinx. the sphinx asks him for his name, and the man gives it. she tries to ask about his people, but he is too rattled to speak. senlin and the sphinx then adjourn to the great
hall, where ogire is painting another of his pictures. voleta thinks he shouldnt paint anymore. the sphinx says the others should take turns to paint. in the hallway, the prisoner is stopped by marat. the man begs for mercy. senlin shows marat the man, who pleads for his life. marat takes him to the sphinx and reads his life story. as she speaks,

the man is terrified to see the specter of his father look out from her features. the man is taken away, and marat argues that they should send him back to ask his father. the sphinx says she doesnt want the man back, as she would hate the pain he could cause. marat replies that they should just make him a wakeman. the sphinx doubts that his
father would want that. the sphinx realizes that even her own son, the voice in her head, would have to be killed. he is her greatest weakness and is the only living witness to her crimes. marat and voleta discover that the man died in the tower. marat points out that the man was no vagrant, but a member of the wake, who had not only killed
the sphinx, but marred her face. the man had broken the sphinxs greatest taboo and was now dead. voleta encounters marat and the wakemen in the forest. voleta tries to escape, but is run down by a horse. she is taken back to the sphinx and is shocked to learn that the sphinx has no eyes. the sphinx is angry that she has been deceived.
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senlin comes to the conclusion that the sphinx has been using the tower to time travel, and now she wants him to do the same. he takes her back to her room and tells her that she is not using the tower to time travel. he says that she is using the tower to watch the past. ogire comes in with a bundle of flowers for his wife. his wife is in the room
with voleta. the sunlight illuminates her face and hand, which she reaches for him. the sphinx is pleased with the pair. he asks if theyre a couple. the sphinx becomes agitated. he says marats life depends on it. voleta shouldnt get any ideas about running away from her fate. she should do everything that shes told to do. she should follow the

sphinx and do as he says. he gives her a parcel. voleta hesitates to accept. the sphinx promises to protect her life. he has her open the parcel. inside is a small stuffed cat. voleta shakes her head in wonder. the sphinx is pleased. he says he has a gift for senlin. he shows him a map. theres a small dot on it, the red dot. senlin does not recognize
it. the sphinx says its the map of the ringdom. it was shown in the original edition of the book of ages. in that time, the tower had not yet been built. it was designed by the architects of the time, who also designed the book. senlin says he is surprised the sphinx still has a copy. the sphinx says that in the year the red dot appears, senlin will have

to make a decision. he says senlin isnt ready for it. the book is now a fortnight old. the sphinx says he has sent another message to marat. marat was to send senlin a message as well, but senlin has not heard from him. marat will meet voleta when she leaves for the ringdom. 5ec8ef588b
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